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Success Criteria
Year 5

• I can dribble, pass and receive the ball with some control under pressure.

• I understand where to move to help a teammate when attacking.

Year 6

• I can dribble, pass and receive the ball with increasing control under pressure.

• I can select and apply different movement skills to lose a defender.

• I can select the appropriate action for the situation.

YEAR 5/6

Hockey
Lesson 5

Learning Objective
To be able to move into space to support a teammate.

https://www.getset4pe.co.uk/
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Handy Hints
Move to space where there is no defender between the person with the ball and yourself.

Equipment
Cones x 40

Hockey Stick x 30

Team bands x 15

Tennis Balls x 10

Warm Up and Introduction
10 Mins

Numbers and actions:
All pupils carry their hockey stick with two hands and jog around the area-no balls. The teacher calls the following numbers and the pupils respond with the corresponding actions:

1-Jogging
2-Pupils place the stick low to the floor as if trapping the ball
3-Side stepping
4-Jogging backwards
Encourage the pupils to carry the stick with two hands, not lifting it above waist height.
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Skill Development
45 Mins

Pass, move, receive:
In groups of three. Pupils create an area using four cones approx. 7m x 7m.

A Pass then move: Pupils begin at one cone each. Pupil one begins with the ball, passes to pupil two and then immediately moves to the empty cone. Pupil two passes to pupil three

and immediately moves to the empty cone and so on. Give the pupils time to practise, then complete as a race e.g. the first group to make ten passes or how many passes can they

complete in 30 seconds. Repeat, can they beat their own score?

Use a push pass to send the ball. Stop the ball using a forehand receive or trapping the ball.

Make this harder by increasing the number of passes they must make to win the competition.

B Move to receive: Repeat the activity A. This time pupils move to the empty cone to receive a pass. Question the pupils, why it is important to move into space.

Don’t wait for the ball, as it is easy to intercept.
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Boxed up:
Use the 7m x 7m area used in the previous activity.

In groups of four, one pupil is the defender and the other three are the attackers.

The defender is only allowed to intercept a pass, not tackle. One attacker dribbles the ball inside the area. When they reach a cone, the other two attackers must move into space at the

cones to either side of the pupil with the ball to offer to receive a pass.

The defender can choose where or who to defend but must be at least 1m away from the attacker with the ball. Once the pass has been made, the pupil who now has the ball must

dribble to a different cone to then make a pass.

Challenge the attackers to make as many passes as possible without the defender intercepting. Rotate defence.

Pass to the unmarked player.

Make a quick decision. 

Make this easier for the attackers by making the playing space bigger.
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3v1:
In the same space and groups, play three attackers against one defender.

Attackers can now dribble the ball anywhere in the area and choose when and where to pass. Challenge the pupils to make five passes in a row without the defender intercepting.

Rotate the defender after a few minutes.

Encourage the pupils to move into space away from the defender. 

Make this harder by playing two attackers against two defenders.

Make this easeir for the attackers by specifying that the defenders must be 1m away from the attacker with the ball.

 

4v4:
Pupils play four attackers against four defenders in an area approx. 10m x 15m. Each team creates a goal using two cones, approx. 4m apart. Pupils score through by sending the ball

through the goal. Pupils have to make three passes before they can score.
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Rules:

Feet - The ball cannot touch their feet. Only the Goal Keeper can use their feet.
Sticks - The stick cannot be held higher than waist height
Tackles – Only one player can tackle at a time

Encourage the pupils to spread out and move into space away from the defenders.

Make this harder by increasing the number of passes a team must complete before scoring.

Make this easier by disallowing tackles. Defenders must be 1m away from the attacker with the ball and can only intercept passes. 
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Plenary
5 Mins

Ask the pupils why it is important to move into space when attacking.

When were you effective at moving into space?

Why do you think this was?

Who else was useful in their attacking play? Who? How?


